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2013 On
Their Way
JAZMINE HUGHES
STAFF WRIT!;:R
In less than a month's time,
the college's current seniors
will be ushered out of cam-
pus into the real world, and
a new batch of students will
declare themselves Camels.
Although it may be slightly
annoying to have to deal with
the newcomers who invade
Connecticut College armed
with campus maps or ask for
help finding the Student Cen-
ter while standing in front of
Cro, the incoming freshmen
will soon be a class that the
school knows and loves.
So who are they? Hail-
ing from countries includ-
ing Angola, the Republic of
Congo, Croatia, Egypt, Sierra
Leone, Tunisia and Vietnam,
the Class of 2013 includes
avid Yankees fans (one at-
tends opening day at Yankee
Stadium with four hundred
family members each year), a
Kenyan cattle herdsman, and
a NASCARdriver.
They've worked every-
where from Hollister to
Starbucks, to the offices of
US Senators Kerry, Dodd and
McCaskill, and have even
recovered from severe food
poisoning in El Salvador.
They have parents who
have fled Tibet and taught
prison inmates to use com-
puters. They have started
clubs in their high schools
that include the Philosophi-
cal Tea Party, BBQ Club, Nerd
Club, and Quantum Physics
discussion club. Most impor-
tantly, they're procrastina-
tors-the most applications
received in one day (741) .
Was on December 17, about
two weeks before the appli-
cation process ended. They'll
fit right in.
August seems ridiculously
far away, but never doubt the
summer time warp, where
summer goes by in what
seems like a week, and we'll
head back to school, heads
spinning, getting used to new
classes, new faces, and a new
room. Although we will miss
our seniors dearly, we'll soon
have to cope without the
presence of the Class of 2009,
all the while welcoming the
Class of 2013. Make friends
with them, make them feel
welcome, and, most of all,
help make them feel like Con-
necticut College is the right
place for them.
Also, find the one with the
blue-haired goat. Please.
Harris Rosenheim Elected YAT
On April 24, it was officiaily announced that Harris Rosenheim '09 was
elected Young Alumni Trustee for the class of 2009.
Firestarters Cause Trouble in JA
-------------i-----------------------------
Freshmen Persistence
Why Students Transfer, Why They Stay
SARAH WEISS
STAFF WRITER
On Sunday April 19 at 3:30
AM, campus safety officers
rushed to Jane Adams House to
put out a fire set by two Conn
students, junior Reid Larsen
and sophomore Frederick
Pierce. No one was injured.
The students left the tent
dance Saturday night and re-
turned to JA.According to the
Housefellow Catherine Lind-
berg, the boys were "goofing
around" with a lighter outside
and continued to light things
on fire as they moved into the
building. They were told to
leave, but soon came back and
proceeded to light fires. on the
third and fourth floors of JA.
Fourth floor resident Han-
nah Brassord explained that
burnt streamers, leftover from
a birthday party, appeared to
be the most significant burning
done on her floor.
LILAH RAPTOPOULOS
OPINIONS EDITOR
Freshman Meredith Bosco
stayed in this Thursday night.
At almost midnight she was
in her pajamas, still studying
for a Calculus exam she had
at 9 the next morning - that
is, after her Chemistry class at
8. She is working to maintain
her above-B average so she can
still matriculate to Cornell in
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One third floor resident said,
"[On t)he fourth floor] they had
taken out the drawers and
shoved it with leaves and pa-
per, al\ld luckily, because there
wasn't a whole lot of air circu-
lation up there, it just kind of
died 0' ut on its own. That could
have been a serious fire. This
one [on the third floor] was
just a i~)room lit on fire, but the
scary piart was it was on a floor,
where there wastons of alco-
hol; it could have been a lot
more I~lazardous than it ended
up being:'
Afte:'/'lighting the fires, the
students went back to their
respecltive residence halls.
Neithe r lives in JA. .
Lind berg was asked by a
campu s safety officer if the
boys h;~ldany enemies in JA.
"The' thing that was hard
was that it was not malicious,
they literally don't have any
enemies ... it was just a stupid
thing. AJctually the room it
the fall as a transfer student,
and from initial glance, she is
certainl!' ready to go.
"I mar be an extra special
circumsitance, because basi-
cally eV'rrything went wrong,"
she said. .
Connecticut College was
not Meredith's first choice.
She com es from Buckingham
Brown 8~.Nichols, a presti-
gious prjvate high school on
the periphery of Cambridge,
Massachusetts, its students
Ivy-focu:/,ed and, more often
than notj lvy-bound. After
being rej\'cted from too many
schools uo remember off the
top of her head, she chose
Conn witllh guaranteed transfer
to Cornel J. It was imperma-
nent for Meredith upon entry;
sh~ came in prepared to be
gone in a year.
"I think! Conn was stigma-
tized by rny high school as
being thefNESCAC that rich
private sc 001 kids go to when
they don' get in anywhere
else," she. aid .. "Just because of
that I was bred to believe this
was a seci nd rank school. And
that's awl' I, but it's ingrained
in me."
Meredit\IJ explained that the
problems !lid not stop when
she got here, promising that
she initiallrc "wanted to likeit." Most all'her classes were
~ ?
-------------..:\1-·.-
happened in front of was one
of their best friends. They just
weren't thinking ...they didn't
want to hurt anyone ...so they
went back to their dorms,
probably assuming they hadn't
actually lit anything or that
it had just been put out...
they didn't leave thinking the
building was on fire:' Lindberg
explained.
The fire on the third floor of
JAset off the alarm system and
caused the students of both JA
and Freeman House to evacu-
ate, because the fire alarms
between the two dorms are
connected. Freeman residents
were allowed to re-enter, but
JA residents waited outside
for over thirty minutes, some
claiming up to an hour.
Four campus safety of-
ficers immediately responded
to the alarm. Officer Mike
Silver put out the fire on the
third floor with a fire extin-
guisher, and the New London
taught by visiting professors.
Her schedule, as a science
student, was unfairly inflexible,
leaving her to wake up at 7 in
the morning and retain specific
information every Monday,
Wednesday and Friday. She
was placed in a double in the
lobby of Marshall, a dorm
widely established as popu-
lated by the Conn-deemed "Lax
Bra's" - white, middle-upper
class, gym-going, Busch-Light
drinking, weight shifting
streotyped contact-sports
players. "I got the wrong
impression of the school from
where I lived:' Meredith said.
"I was kind of upset with Res
Life for knowing who was go-
ing to live there, and throwing
in Freshman girls. Being in the
lobby, lacrosse balls were hit-
ting my door all the time:'
So why will Cornell be any
better? Beyond the schedule
flexibility, her interest in Ma-
rine Biology, and, beneath the
surface, the bumper sticker,
Meredith is impatiently wait-
ing for the anonymity Cornell
will offer . ."Now I know I have
to leave, because I think both
Cornell and a bigger school
will in the long run will be
better for me:' she said, smil-
ing, rushing her words. "As I'm
sure you know, I have a pretty
outgoing personality."
0\. ,.
fire department was contacted
immediately. Upon their ar-
rival, they declared the scene
safe for students to reenter the
residence halls.
Many students did not re-
spond to the fire alarm, many
choosing to ignore it or sleep
through it.
Each room on the third and
fourth floor was checked to
,make sure students evacuated/
but not everyone in the resi-
dence hall was roused because
the scene was declared safe be-
fore the whole dorm had been
checked.
The unresponsive action
of many students to the fire
alarm is troubling for some.
"It was kind of nerve rack-
ing:' said one student. "People
pull the fire alarms all the
time down here, so I think a
lot of people didn't really take
it seriously ...1 wasn't going to
get up until I went out in the
SEE FIRE PAGE 4
She thinks there will be
more "out there." The what-
if will drive her crazy if she
doesn't find out.
Sophomore Christian
Caminiti went through a simi-
lar process his freshman year.
Also from a small prep school,
this one called Newark Acad-
emy in Livingston, New Jersey,
he wondered whether in going
from small middle school
to high school to college, he
had missed some ambiguous
important experience. Conn
felt too small, not intellectually
stimulating enough, and not
academically rigorous enough
So Christian transferred,
spent the fall semester in
Ithaca, New York, drove back
up after winter break to Rush
for a fraternity, and, after a
few days, packed his boxes
and drove straight back home.
There he emailed Dean Rossi-
Reder asking ifhe could reen-
roll at Connecticut College, and
got a room in Lazrus house for
the spring. Christian essen-
tially transferred back.
Christian turned his car
around for a few reasons. He
found a larger school actually
less intellectually stimulating.
"It's more demanding here:'
he said, eyebrows raised. "You
can't really fake engagement
SEE FRESHMEN PAGE 5 ..
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Letter From Thle Editor
As the last issue of The Cot-
leBe Voice for '08-09, Ireally
did not want to write the ste-
reotypical "bittersweet" end-
ings letter, and decided instead
to comment on plans for the
future of the college, address
some of the unusual incidents
we've been hearing about
through campuswide emails
this past week and consider
why so many people are run-
ning for class council positions
for next year.
But instead, given the rising
temperatures, recent Fishbowl
and Changing of the Guard
events, excitement about
Floralia swiftly approaching
and stress about looming finals
and final papers, I can't help,
as a student, to have my mind
instead on these seemingly less
important things instead of on
the larger issues.
Those issues can be dealt
with next year.
The "seemingly less impor-
tant things" are things we are
all experiencing now, and some
of us will never experience
them again:
- Lying out on the green, pre-
tending to be productive with a
book as a visor.
- Experiencing, in some
form or other, Conn's pre-
miere Fishbowl event: running
(with underwear of course)
as a senior and sifting through
piles of jeans in Cro the next
day, setting and cleaning up
Cro as a junior, gawking out
the window at 2:30 AM as a
sophomore, and somewhere
between confused and corn-
pletely oblivious as a freshman,
- Watching event after evhnt
overlap on your calendar aSf
clubs and departments rush to
get as much as possible acoom-
plished in April.
- Changing of the Guard fibr
juniors and seniors (I definite-
ly didn't see any sophomores
or freshman there).
- The last Saturday nighOl
dancing and singing loudly
(and badly) with favorite
senior friends. Those last
photo moments and mental
snapshots of years together
remembering how much
everyone has changed, and yet
certain songs always bring us
all back to certain moments
from years past.
- Seeing a seemingly impos-
sible academic "To Do" list,
something like: three final
papers, two final exams, one
problem set, and an art review.
- The anticipation of Floralia.
(And Iknow some have felt
this a,nticipation since Septern-
ber.)
- And, for me personally, the
final SGAmeeting with the
current exec board. It's tradi-
tion that at the final meeting of
the year, each member of the
current exec board says some-
thing about each exec board
member to reflect on their
time working together. It is
also the time when 'the old eXf<;,.
board switches seats with the ,
new exec board. (That indeed
will be a day to bring out the
Kleenex.) "
So my advice for the last few
weeks at Conn is to embrace
these "seemingly less impor-
tant things" because for now,
they should be most impor-
tant.
- Claire
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Letters To The Editor
, '
Do you consider yoursel f
a feminist? How about ani
environmentalist? Chances are
that if you said yes to either
of the above, you've been put
off by either Andrew lrwill's
recent article or Angelica
Sgouros's reply. Personall I
consider myself something of
both, and - accordingly - <am
not pjeased WIth either,
So here's the deal. Environ-
mental activism should rightly
Include at least some elenlent
offeminism, and as a maJrer
of fact it does; hence the rrge
and growing field of envi
ronmental justice. Simile rly,
effective feminism needs to be
far-sighted enough to incllude
among its list of values those
of sustainability and proper
. environmental stewardship.
And, guess what - it does:! (We
Angelica Sgouros and
Andrew Irwin raised inter-
esting points in The Voice
recently, and Feminist Major-
ity would like to respond to
these charges. In regard to
the article "Feminists M~'fS
the Point: Gender and C imate
Change;' we reiterate S ,6uros'
counter that Ecofemini~1n is
a large and growing foclls of
our movement, and fai 1"'ages
are a priority of any feminist
economy, trendy green limed or
not. The ways in which women
are discriminated against
globally are many and varied,
and while we recognize' inter-
connectedness, we feel it is
counterproductive to criticize
activist movements without
offering productive sohltions.
Feminist Majority would have
liked Andrew to appeal' at even
call them ecofeminists.)
Right. So before you go and
get yourself into a self-righ-
teous lather (as both feminists
and environmentalists are
occasionally want to do), take
a step back. Thus far all I've
seen here are feminists telling
environmentalists to come to
their cause, and environmen-
talists domg~l'i'e'""salne. But .,"
this is what's truly missing the
point; after all, as representa-
tives from both sides have
already articulated, we have
common goals and a lot to
gain from working together
towards them.
Bottom line: it doesn't mat-
ter what's been said already;
aren't we all far-sighted and
fair-minded enough to move
on? Stop preaching to each
other and start working
one of our meetings this year
to enlighten us about the is-
sues he holds dear, and to hear
about and join in our efforts to
end misogyny- which is bad for
women, men, and everyone. To
this end, Irwin's unresearched
claim that "regular attendance
of a Feminist Majority meeting
is not very large,"was unneces-
sary and insulting. As a club
we enjoyed reading Sgouros'
response to the article and em-
phasize the points she made
about the many women and
men feminists already engaged
in environmental activism, and
we commit to involving our
club more on this issue.
We feel that Andrew's article
worked to further enforce the
inexplicably negative reputa-
tion that Feminist Majority
has on this campus. Feminist
together. If you're a femiriist,
get going and join up with any
of the environmental justice
activists here on campus. And
if your cause is environmental
justice, start being proactive
. and get in touch with those
fighting for women's rights and
,gender equality. >', i\!1
We all have our own unique'
ethics and values, but let's not :0
go attacking and demeaning
each other. Revamping your
perspective doesn't mean
abandoning your ideals, so
let's meet in the middle and
fight for what we - all of us,
, collectively - believe in. Ilook
forward to the better world
that will come of it.
-Elias Kauders '12
Majority holds many work-
shops and events, and is open
to new ideas and collaboration
across movements. Though
feminist ideals are rampant
in Connecticut College perfor-
mances and classrooms, the
reluctance to label ourselves
as such demonstrates a lack of
gratitude for the feminist activ-
ists who won us all so many
of the freedoms we enjoy in
twenty-first century America.
Feminists represent are every
kind of person, but we cannot
work alone for our own cause
or others while some sit back.
and enjoy the rights hard-won
by others. We invite you all to
participate, fully, actively and
proudly with our organization
in the new school year.
. -Feminist Majority
II ,
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Students Making a Difference in New London:
Second Annual Walk for the Homeless
ASHLEY CLINTON
CONTRIBUTING WRITER
Early Saturday morning.
members of the Connecticut
College and New London com-
munities gathered in the park-
ing lot of the All Soul's Unitar-
ian Universalist Congregation
to kick off the 2nd Annual
Walk for the Homeless, The
walk through the downtown
streets of New London was to
advocate for the homeless In
the area and raise money in
support of the New London
Homeless Hospitality Center,
The event was sponsored and
staffed by mainly the Hospital-
ity Center and the Holleran
Center for Community Action
and Public Policy,
The day began with a wel-
come by Rev, Carolyn Patierno,
a chaplain of Connecticut
College's faith community, She
united the assembled group
by pointing out that whether
we work, live, or go to school
here, "we are all a part of New
London," The starting program
also included an inspiring a
cappella performance by Vox
Cameli, a beautiful saxophone
solo by a man named Allen
who introduced himself as
"a face ofthe homeless;' and
finally a truly moving spoken-
word piece by Herbert Ben-
nett [r, '09 who experienced
homeless ness as a youth in
New York City,
The overcast sky opened
and became a sunny day by
the time the walk began, The
route was 3.1 miles, covered
lay Street, Bank Street, and
State Street, and passed the
Community Meal Center,
Daytime Shelter, and Overnight
Shelter, before returning to the
starting point, Participants
were encouraged to hold signs
to spread awareness, that said
such things as "Support the
HHC" or "It could happen to
you!"
Support came in all forms,
from PICA students who led
the walk, student groups,
professors and staff, academic
departments, residents of New
London, and local restaurants
and churches, Shuttles to and
from the event were provided
by OVCS,and water tables
throughout the route were
manned by PICA students, In
all, the event ran smoothly,
raised over $5,600 for the
Hospitality Center, and brought
members of the New London
community together in an ef-
fort to combat homelessness in
the area.
I
motivated audi-
ence members to
make a difference,
Finally, the per-
formers, who went
out of their way to
contribute to this
cause simply out
of the kindness of
their hearts, were
inspirational.
If you are
passionate about
human rights or
simply wish to
learn more about
them, please consider partici-
pating in next year's event by
sharing your story,
HANNAH SPORER
CONTRIBUTING WRITER
The right to nationality,
education, equality and to live
freely: these are some of the
many liberties all humans are
entitled to,
In honor of the fight to pro-
tect, promote, and understand
these and other freedoms,
Connecticut College held its
third annual Spotlight on Hu-
man Rights this past Thursday,
April 23,
Culminating with student
speakers and performers,
this production shed light
on important human rights
violations from all over the
globe by raising awareness and
illustrating how everyone can
make a difference,
Six speakers from the
senior class offered a personal
perspective on these issues
by sharing their experiences
in human rights work. Erich
Roberts discussed his work
with Ethiopian immigrants
in Israel, Maddie Thompson
spoke about working with
immigrants in Mexico, Heather
Day addressed women's rights
in Mali, Ian Phillips shared his
experience with City Year in
New Orleans and LA,Stephanie
Winter discussed her work
with children and education in
India, and finally, I talked about
prisoners' rights in Cameroon,
The program also featured
the following performers: The
Connartists, Lynne Stillings
on guitar and vocals, Great
Spotlight on Human Rights:
Sharing Student Human Rights Experiences
Skaught,
West
African
Dance,
the Step
Team,
Stepha-
nie
Blenner-
hasset's
dance
pieces,
along
with
many
other
dance and musical perfor-
mances.
Spotlight on Human Rights
wished to demonstrate how
students can improve connec-
tions with developing coun-
tries, to create a sustainable
way of expressing concerns,
and finally, to address the
notion that human rights are
essential and undeniable,
Overall, with the help of
these Connecticut College stu-
dents and the many audience
members, Spotlight on Human
Rights succeeded in its overall
goals, This event particularly
owes its success to the money
it raised for Asayo's Wish
Foundation in Liz Durante's
name, Additionally, the speak-
ers' heartfelt yet optimistic
stories connected with and
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Sprout! Hosts Fun-Filled "Feastival"
SARAH KOSOFSKY
STAFF WRITER
This past Saturday, Connecti-
cut College's organic grow-
ing initiative, Sproutl, hosted
Feastival, an event created to
initiate a conversation about
organic farming and living. It
was a day of discussion, food,
learning and fresh air.
The program started at
11:45 AM in Coffee Grounds,
with a discussion on organic
farming led by Peg Morin, a
local farmer and author, and
James Roby, the president
of CT NOFA, the Northeast
Organic Farming Association.
The discussion was focused on
the local organic movement
and the issues that are some-
times associated with it. such
as accessibility, and the idea
that the organic movement is
SAMANTHA HERNDON
STAFF WRITER
This week's profiled activist
is a senior from St. Petersburg,
FI.,with a passion for changing
the world through education.
Khana Riley '09 is a human re-
lations major in the education
certificate program and will
graduate from Conn this May
certified to teach in Connecti-
cut and most other states.
Through serving as the SGA
senator of Branford House,
Riley influences the day-to-day
functioning of Connecticut
College as well as the decisions
the SGAmakes, which impacts
the school for years to come. In
her interview with The College
Voice, Riley said she was an
activist for many reasons, but
cited history as a major influ-
ence.
"Because I am an African-
American female, I wouldn't
have the opportunities Ihave
been afforded if not for the
trailblazers who went before
me. I realized that if they can
be part of the struggle, and
deal with so many obstacles in
everyday life, then so can I:'
an elitist one.
After the discussion, the
Feastival moved outside to
Larrabee Green, where a large
local lunch was served. The
meal included fresh bread,
salad, soups, cake, fresh tea
from Coffee Grounds, a wheel
of local cheese, local apples
and honey. There were booths
set up that focused on do-it-
yourself projects, such as per-
sonal sprouting, henna, natural
tie dye, and avocado sprouting,
along with other tables such
as wool weaving and a book
swap. There was also a Blue-
grass duo playing, keeping the
atmosphere festive.
Each ticket purchased
entered the guest into various
raffles; these included maple
syrup, tea and two roundtrip
plane tickets to anywhere in
the US.
Eric Dooley-Feldman '09,
Co-Chair of Sprout!, about
Feastival. He says that last
year during this time, Sprout!
sponsored.a conference, which
was more of an academic style
• event. This year's Feastival is
meant to be more engaging
and han·ds-on.
"The idea behind this was
not just to talk about the issues
that exist, but to give people
advice on how to improve'
things themselves. We want
to show people how they can
make things better for the
environment and themselves
through projects that they can
do as individuals:'
Conn, Riley's students asked
her, "Ms. K, do you want us
to come talk to the people at
your school?"
Through assessment and
conversations, Riley says it is
clear the kids will take away
a positive message about pro-
actively changing stereotypes.
Working with the elementary
schoolers was for Riley a small
part of something larger. She
said, "a seed has been planted:'
Upon graduating, Riley will
enter the Graduate School of
the University of New Hamp-
shire to pursue a Master's De-
gree in Elementary Education.
Eventually, she says, she would
like to teach in a school "wher-
ever I am of need," including in
Japan and South Africa.
"My advice would be;' she
said, speaking to aspiring ac-
tivists, "don't let other people
censor your feelings or your
thoughts. If you don't do it,
who will? Know in your heart
that what you are doing has a
purpose, and persevere."
Activist of the Week: Khana Riley
History inspires her to be
proactive, she said.
Since her freshman year,
Khana has been an S.I.S.T.E.R.
mentor to at-risk young
women in local schools. Estab-
lishing a close connection with
the students and providing a
positive role model has a great
impact.
"I feel that the effort I put
into getting to know them and
really trying to connect with
them is paying off;' she said
of her experience with the Big
Sister program. As an ALANA
Coordinator, she also eases the
transition of freshmen stu-
dents of color into successful
college life.
Though busy student teach-
ing this year at the Integrated
Day Charter School in Norwich,
Riley still makes time to be the
co-chair of Conn's Gospel Choir
and Dance Coordinator of the
Camelbacks step team, which
she and other students found-
ed in August of 2007. These
artistic expressions inspire her
activism off-campus as well.
In her sophomore year,
Riley was highlighted as an
exceptional student worker
by the Office of Volunteers for
Community Service (OVCS)
for her commitment to com-
munity work. With other Conn
students and OVCSstaff, she
implemented a dance pro-
gram in New London's public
schools.
As the Vice President of
Eclipse, Khana Riley also
worked to organize the spring
multicultural celebration.
This year's Eclipse Weekend
was April 17 -18 and featured
clowns, belly dancing, hip-hop
and a wide variety of other
performances.
Riley is also a member of
Umoja, the African and African
American students' organiza-
tion on campus.
In the spring of her sopho-
more year, Riley traveled to
Durban, South Africa, with
the New London Collegiate
Ministries.
Traveling with Liz Durante
'10 and other Conn students,
Riley said the trip helped her
"develop compassion for chil-
dren, and wanting to advocate
for them. We saw so much pov-
erty and people who were vic-
tims of their circumstances. It
motivated me to do something
on a larger scale, that could be
done long-term:' This desire
influenced Khana's interest in
being an educator.
Riley's academic experience
within the education program
has shaped her perspective on
social justice, and she taught
her students at the charter
school about stereotypes and
differences in power, and em-
powering their communities.
"It was very clear;' Riley
recounted proudly, "on my
last day, that my students took
away the main objective of my
lessons."
During recent conflicts and
discussions of race and class at
Tenure: Fair or Foul?
EMILY ZUBKOFF
STAFF WRITER
Tenured positions playa
deeply important role in col-
leges and universities across
America. Its magnitude is no
different at Connecticut Col-
lege. Recently, the school has
dealt with decisions to grant
tenure to a professor and
discontinue a line of tenure in
a certain department.
When professors receive
tenure they receive a guaran-
tee to protect their position
from being eradicated without
a substantial cause. Another
purpose tenure serves is to
ensure academic freedom.
Without this kind of security, it
has been argued that members
of academia might favor "safe"
lines of research and inquiry
rather than those that could
challenge authorities or spend
time on unpopular topics.
Therefore, tenure has been
associated with an increase in
more original ideas, because it
provides professors with the
right to research fields of study
in which they have a particular
interest. Professors are usually
promoted to tenure after dem-
onstrating a strong record of
published research, teaching,
and administrative service.
In SOme cases, the validity
of the criteria used to pro-
mote professors to tenure has
caused debate. It has been ar-
gued that the number of books
one has published and fame
carries more weight, rather
than the quality of the profes-
sor's teaching and their recep-
tion among students. At Con-
necticut College, the decision
to initially deny Professor Park
of the economics department
tenure caused controversy.
Yongjin Park, who special-
izes in microeconomics and
behavioral economics; bank-
ing and comparative banking
systems, social inequality
and labor suppiy, joined the
faculty at Connecticut College
in 2003.
Students expressed discon-
tent with the decision to deny
Professor Park tenure due to
his popularity and excellent
quality of teaching. Park was
ultimately promoted to tenure.
"The negative tenure deci-
sion was reversed on appeal.
While he will be on sabbatical
next year, he will be return-
ing the following year," said
Professor Candace Howes, the
head of the economics depart-
ment.
Contrarily, the decision
to grant tenure to Professor
Thomas Ammirati of the phys-
ics department spurred a large
number of complaints from
students.
Some students even at-
tempted to launch a petition
against Ammirati receiving
tenure. As a result of actions
that transpired, the Dean of
Faculty had a meeting with
Ammirati. Phil Fritzsche '11
reported that students in his
class have said his teaching
has improved.
In the event that a tenured
faculty member retires or
resigns, the position becomes
available and the department
concerned will usually request
a replacement. The replace-
ment is not granted immedi-
ately because the department
has to make a case for retain-
ing the position. At Connecti-
cut College, the position for a
tenured Medievalist English
professor will soon be vacant
due to Professor Kenneth
Sleeth's retirement.
The English department
requested that the admin-
istration retain the position
and hire a replacement for
Bleeth, but the department
was informed that the position
would remain unfilled for at
least one year. This will be the
first time the English depart-
ment will not have a medieval-
ist professor since the college's
establishment.
Additionally, the lack of a
medievalist in the English
department would leave Conn
without a full-time faculty
member teaching medieval
courses for possibly more
than two years. Consequently,
courses in which students read
Beowulf, Sir Gawain and the
Green Knight, and other impor-
tant medieval works would no
longer exist.
In response to this develop-
ment Bleeth said, "almost a
thousand years of English and
continental literature would be
off the table:'
Firestarters Cause
Trouble in JA
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1
hallway and saw the fire down
the hall...So I think the fact that
we do screw around and pull
fire alarms all the time kind of
underestimates the real thing."
"I wouldn't say I was scared,
Iwas definitely very alert;' said
one senior on the third floor.
"I saw the fire, Iactually could
smell it, my door was opened ...
I went out into the [hall]. I tried
to warn people that this is not a
joke, a real fire. The alarm was
too loud so nobody could hear
me."
One student who ran away
at the smell of fire pointed out
the new white tiles on the third
floor of [A, put there to replace
the damaged ones from the
fire. The burnt tiles were the
extent of the damage to the
building.
Sunday evening jA held a
house meeting to discuss what
happened and to deal with any
concerns over safety. Assistant
Director of Residential Life, Joe
Cote, came to the meeting to
talk to the students.
When asked if they still feel
safe in their dorms, students
of JA had the same general
response, "yes."
"I would say that I definitely
am more aware of taking things
like fire drills more seriously,
but I don't think I feel less
safe, I think that a couple kids
screwed up on a Saturday night
and that doesn't change the
fact that it's the first slip up in
years;' replied one student.
,
Housefellow Lindberg
agreed.
"I think the general feeling
now is that people don't feel
less safe than they did before,
Ijust think people realize that
if they hear a fire alarm, ok I'm
going to go out:'
Director of Campus Safety,
Stewart Smith, was pleased
with how well the response to
the incident went. "Everything
happened as intended, A to Z
followed course ...we constantly
try to make things safer; we're
doing everything we can to
make campus safe. We'll con-
tinue to look for new ideas to
make it safer."
The students who started the
fires were arrested and held in
jail for at least twelve hours.
According to Dean Briddell
they have been charged with
reckless burning, first-degree
reckless endangerment,
second-degree breach of peace,
and third-degree criminal
mischief.
The prosecutors' office of
New London will determine if
they will be criminally pros- .
ecuted.
. A Connecticut College Judi-
cial Board trial is being held
Monday April 27 to decide the
fate of the students in regards
to their standing at the college.
Currently they are residen-
tially suspended and have been
living with their families while
still being allowed to att~nd
classes and to enter other fa-
cilit.ies at Connecticut College,
besides the residence halls.
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with the material in a small
classroom setting:'
He also found it to be, in
his words, depressing. "I lived
next to the bridge that people
would Jump off of, and then
I would hear about it. That's
not really what you want out of
college."
And finally, interestingly
enough, Chri tian found he did
not like the social aspect of a
larger school.
"Students here are a lot
friendlier;' he said, explain-
ing that he found this to be a
surprisingly important college
. trait. "It's a bigger school, but
bigger schools are actually
broken up into clusters. Your
social life revolves around it.
You only end up interacting
with those people."
And here, Christian gave
a perfectly-timed wave to a
friend walking by his booth in
Harris. He and his lunchmate,
sophomore Nate Goldman, had
been greeting passing students
throughout the meal.
"Because this is a small
school, it doesn't need to be
broken up. You have 2000
people you're free to interact
with."
Meredith and Christian are
two of many Connecticut Col-
lege students who think about
transferring their freshman
year, as well as two of the
11 % of students that actually
do, making our retention rate
less than enviable by NESCAC
standards.
According to the college's
head researcher John Nugent,
we should focus on the con-
cerns of the entire freshman
class to In turn make the po-
tential transfers more content.
In conducted studies, including
the currently running Wabash
National Study of Liberal Arts
Education, many of the Conn
students that participated
said they didn't find their first
year challenging or rigorous
enough.
"We really are focusing on
the first year experience, in
part to make it more intellectu-
ally stimulating," says Nugent,
"because we've found that
by sophomore year and up,
students tend to be more intel-
lectually satisfied."
The average Freshman-to-
Sophomore retention rate for
Connecticut College's peer
group in the 07-08 year was
93.9%. Conn's retention rate
sat at 89.8%. Although this
sounds on par, think about it
this way: these three points
are a difference of about fifteen
students a year. And not just
any students, but some of the
potentially most active stu-
dents on our campus, students
who didn't want to wait to see
NEWS
Freshmen Persistence
if Conn had enough energy and
diversity to reach their expec-
tations.
Dean of Studies Theresa Am-
mirati and Dean of Freshman
and Sophomores Andrea Rossi
Reder see almost every stu-
dent who considers or applies
to transfer. These two ladies
have an influx of unhappy stu-
dents crowding their adjoining
offices each year, which are
nestled in the northeast corner
of the second floor of Fanning
Hall.
"My first year here when
25 students approached me
with the thought of leaving, I
thought, oh my goodness. If
everybody leaves, there will
be no one left and I'll lose my
university, we don't want to be
a university; we're a small col-
lege for a reason. If students
are leaving because they're
unhappy with things we're
unable to address, that may
be reason to move somewhere
else."
However, there's an exten-
sive second set of reasons that
are more addressable: many
students simply want to be
closer to home, or find that
the social life isn't fun enough,
the sports teams aren't corn-
petitive enough, the Camel Van
doesn't run enough. And so,
the second most common case
the deans see is general unhap-
piness. This is often linked to
circumstance or issues with
transition,
students the resources to do
what they can wlth what we
have."
She continued, "Alot of stu-
dents are involved in making
improvements to the school,
and those aren't the students
who are leaving."
And yet contrast the above
with the following: many
students in established posi-
tions, perhaps the most well
known being our beloved SGA
President Leidy Valencia, were
ready to pack their bags half-
way through freshman year.
'" overextended myself in
high school," Leidy said, stop-
ping to chat en-route to the
library, "So freshman year I
made the decision to chill out,
just go to classes, and I got so
100%
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job;' said Dean Ammirati. But,
she explained, the number of
students they see is always
far higher than the number of
students who leave.
This year 306 transcripts
have been sent out from the
Registrar. Although a few of
these transcripts will be sent
to internships, the number
helps deans and the Records
Office quietly track the transfer
appllcation trends. This year's
number is up 21 from last year.
At least 40 freshmen and
25 sophomores will sit at
Dean Rossi-Reder's round
wooden table in a given year,
Of on Dean Ammirati's couch,
surrounded by hundreds of
stacked books, family photo-
graphs and old senior theses,
a glass bowl of lollipops on the
coffee table before them. They
will complain about a plethora
of things, primarily that the
school is too small and isolated
and they want to be in a city,
they need to be closer to home,
the school is becoming unaf-
fordable, or they are looklng
for a pre-professional major
that Conn doesn't offer.
Dean Ammirati sighed at
this. "OUf concern is, we'll
never be a big City. This isn't a
"Alot of time when
I talk to those people 1 real-
ize they're either in a bad
roommate situation or they're
having a hard time maklng
friends," said Dean Rossi-Red-
er. "And I hate to say this, but
sometimes I think those are
people who will have a hard
time making friends in any
setting. They kind of blame
Connecticut College."
When a student sits
down in one of the two offices
to talk, they almost unfaillngly
let out the phrase, "I just want
to keep my options open." To
this, Dean Ammirati asks them
to consider questions like,
"What are the things about the
school, and what are the things
about me? Am I lonely? Have
I been having trouble making
the transition?'
The Deans also work with
John Nugent and various other
departments to improve the
things they can: the fitness
center, the Camel Van, Coffee
Grounds, and the initiative to
create social spaces.
"We don't have a big endow-
ment," said Dean Ammirati,
"So in the formation of social
spaces, we can't just build a
new place. But we can give our
bored. So I went to Dean A
with papers for her to Sign, and
she sat me down on her couch
and asked, 'Why?'"
Leidy squinted in the sun,
silenced the buzz of her cell
phone, and waved at a passer-
by. "She signed me up for com-
mittees, and sophomore year
I ran for class president and
won! I ran against five people
and I didn't know anyone. And-
after that I was like okay, this
is weird, this is going to be
okay. And I never left. What a
change, huh. Now I'm so busy
all the time."
The Dean Team, it seems,
does its job quite well. The
klds that are involved stay, so
they get the klds they want to
stay at Conn involved.
Junior Max E1ghanayan ap-
piled to transfer his freshman
year, looked at his options,
and declined them all with a
change of heart.
"There's this silly conception
that going to a higher ranked
school is better;' he said, join-
ing Meredith on the opposing
common room couch. "Inthe
end, what it comes down to
isn't 'is the ranklng better for
you; but 'is the school better
for you.'''
He offered that freshman
year can be difficult regard-
less of where you are, simply
due to the fact that it's your
first year of college. "If you
lived a very free high school
experience, college can be kind
of this weak place with these
weak friends. They're not the.
friends you've grown up since
you were four years old." This
changes only wlth time.
But Max's general rule of
contentment is as follows: you
make where you are the place
you want it to be.
"It's totally up to you how
much fun you want to have. I
always hear people complain
about the partying. But if you
don't like it, you have to do
something about it."
Dean Ammirati quoted a
poem by e.e. cummings called
"maggie and milly and molly
and may" that ends with the
verse "Forwhatever we lose
(like a you or a me)/ it's
always ourselves we find in the
sea".
"You bring with you to a
new place who you are," she
said, talking with her hands as
much as with her voice. "The
personal things are· not going
to get better somewhere else.
College can be a wonderful ex-
perience. I hope students can
find that wonderful experience .
here."
As excited as Meredith is
about leaving, the longer she
spoke the more her words
became muddled in contra-
. dictions, catching herself mid
sentence, deciding whether or
not to throw in a quick "don't
quote me on that:'
'1'.s soon as I started going
South and Central, or even
to other dorms in the Plex,
I started loving it here," she
said intently, "I really did. I'm
happy now, which is kind of
a bummer, because if I were
. happy first semester I prob-
ably wouldn't have decided to
transfer."
Meredith curled her feet up
under her and the common
room sofa squeaked. "Idon't
know whether either of these
schools are right for me;' she
said. And instead of finishing
the thought, she chose to talk
over it: "I'veworked so hard
for this transfer that I need to
go there and see if it actually is
different. And I'm fine with the
possibillty of coming back."
And that was it. We said
goodbye and she trailed out
of the common room to finish
studying, so she could main-
tain her B average. Meredith
may come back, but Ilke a lot
of students, she needs to see
what she's missing.
NORA SWENSON
STAFF WRITER
For anyone living by the
Mean Girl advice, "Don't have
sex, because you will get
pregnant and die;' hopefully
they were convinced otherwise
after Wednesday's State of
Connecticut sponsored STDs
testing event.
The GYTevent, abbreviated
for "Get Yourself Tested" was
one in which students were
encouraged to stop by Con-
necticut College's Warnshuis
Health Center throughout the
day for a free STD test.
Aprilis in fact Sexually
Transmitted Disease Aware-
ness Month, therefore Con-
necticut state's Department
of Health has urged sexually
active residents to GYT
Recent stati tics depict-
ing the seriousness of sexual
disease testing have shown
that one in two Americans will
contract a sexually transmit-
ted disease before age 25, and
Get Yourself Tested
what's more is that most will
remain unaware. as getting
tested is the only real way of
knowing if one has it.
Care Moffett, Director of
Student Health, sat down to ex-
plain her thoughts on the event
and aspirations for the future.
"This is the first year Con-
nectleut College has sponsored
this event," she noted. "And it's
ended up being a very success-
ful event."
While numerous other Con-
necticut schools including Yale,
Trinity and Wesleyan Ilkewlse
hosted the event, Conn was
provided the most testing sup-
piles, and utilized the most as
well.
No, this doesn't necessar-
ily mean Conn students are
getting more - but it does
show that they are taklng the
. initiative to become informed
of their actions. "That's good to
know;' Moffett stated.
And so, April 22, now pro-
claimed to be Connecticut's
STD Testing Day, students
abounded to the health cen-
ter's waiting room, needing
only to fill out a quick ques-
tionnaire before beginning the
test. A urine sample, used to
detect chlamydia and gonor-
rhea, two of the most common
STDs, and a quick swab of the
mouth, enabling a 20 minute
'" HIV test, we~e then provided.
Small donations were also
requested as to justify the
gratuitous would-be $40 test-
ing fee.
After a short while, students
were then led back to discuss
their test results. Whether
negative or positive results,
hopefully all students left with
the knowledge that there are
things that can be done now to
either cure or treat contracted
diseases.
As the Connecticut Depart-
ment of Public Health states,
"If you have an 5TD and don't
treat it, it can lead to serious
complications so it's important
that you are tested. Having
certain STDs can also make
you more susceptible to the
human immunodeficiency vi-
rus (HIV), the virus that causes
AIDS, which is another good
reason to get tested."
"There is no guarantee that
this event will continue every
year," Moffett mentioned. "But
hopefully, the state will un-
derstand how important this
is, and students will take full
advantage."
"There may be some stu-
dents worried about coming
into the health center for fear
of peer judgment," Moffett
shared. "But hopefully at least
on days like this, where so
many students are coming in
at the same time, they won't
worry. This really is about your
health, and nothing should
stop that."
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Notes on Pushing Off
JACQUES SWARTZ
COLUMNIST
What does this weather do? Like an
invisible switch, we're all out at the ready,
upright and excited or loose and elated,
just the second the sun hits, Old sayings
about showing skin and raging hormones
don't cut it-the change is profound. This
is the world Imissed from Paris (of all
places), this the world we dream about
when we're stuck underground. The word
is freedom (or maybe just a temporary
paradise). Where has this motion been all
year? Dormant, for sure, but not wholly
unnoticed. Now we have weekends over-
full with activity, spiking
highs and lows, and time
moving at jarring double-
speed. What can we do
with this energy?
I might start with
bringing our Sunday
together. Why not broad-
cast the gospel choir show
on WCNI? Icould listen
at this desk, in this study-
bedroom situation we call
"dorm room". (What other
room is really like it? Can
we give it a real name?
"Quarters" comes closer
but sounds ridiculous.)
Why not paint a mural on the side of
something hideous? I've recently come
to appreciate the cathartic joys of ham-
mering nails, but my technique still needs
work. Sometimes it's nice to make things
you can pick up and point to, if only to
spur more thoughts of intangibles. Why
not make a mistake you can stand be-
hind? Believing in things is another good
exercise.
Also can I tell you there is no freer-
looking creature on two legs than the
naked drunk? (I wore a unltard, to answer
your question). After four years of eager
dancing under low lights, everyone gets to
see the answer key. The results are pretty
unerotic (though there are exceptions).
What comes over us? Didn't we used to
care less? PART 1:WHAT SENIORS CAN
LEARN FROM FRESHMEN - talk to every-
one, go out like you have no homework,
go to class like it matters even when
it doesn't, skip and do something silly
sometimes. PART 2 : WHAT FRESHMEN
CAN LEARN FROM SENIORS - In the end,
you're all just a bunch of crazy fools trying
to run the town.
Everyone else, let's get out more. Out
of Cro, out of Harris, out of South, out of
the Plex, out of Central, off campus, into
places we haven't found yet. Little steps
will get there. Small shifts change shapes
over time. See how our ads are suddenly
impressive? As ifit might actually matter
(which it might). YAT-tension set the bar
high with TyDun's professional-grade ba-
sics, H-Ro's triptych of printouts, and LV's
magic eye/subliminal message means.
Now the wit and vigor are out. I've never
seen so many hats determinedly thrown
in for positions you'd never
think twice about. Maybe it
does mean something--
Didn't it this semester?
It mattered who the Diversity
Chair was. It mattered who the
l-Board Chair was, who the PR
Director was, who the floor
governors of JAwere, who the
Housefellow of Blackstone
was, who sat on the finance
committee, and who picked
bands for Floralia We had
news, replete with people in
it; we had reporters to write
about it, We had things to
talk about other than who we
saw where doing what with
whomever. This isn't a place we"attended',
it was one that we 'wentto' (and all in at
that). Things got active.
And why not? We should pull each
other in different directions. We've
washed over all the daily tension of
life with weird conversational cover-
ings, circular small-talk and too many
compliments. Ifwe all spoke our minds
more (with consideration, with care,
with something to say) we'd survive the
awkwardness of disagreement, I promise.
Luckily we are also the friendliest cam-
pus, not just as a viewbook cliche phrase
but as a real face-to-face feeling when it's
light out at dinner and you're bumping
into confederates instead of strangers.
When people ask where you live you
might even say 'New London'; you might
just ask 'originally, you mean?'; it may not
matter. I think Ican hear the choir from
my window, just under the birdcalls.
(From top) Burdick House Dining Room in 1949, Jane Addams Living Room, and Katherine
Blunt House entrance in 1947.
BUDGE THIS!
Conn in Peril!
Bullets, Fire and Wayward
Crustaceans
DONALD BUDGE
COLUMNIST
As my time studying abroad
comes to a close, I have been
reflecting and re-reading my
hardcopies of Dean Ben-
gochea's informative and con-
cise emails which I keep under
my pillow. During my third
read of the first e-mail con-
cerning the bullets in Freeman
trash can (which will be re-
leased on my upcoming "Best
of Bengochea" Compilation), I
realized something rather star-
tling: without my presence this
semester, Connecticut College
has been falling apart. Despite
heroic efforts by the adminis-
tration and Campus Safety to
uphold justice, students seem
to be causing more of a ruckus
than ever before, with dan-
gerous fires, lethal weaponry
being discarded, and question-
ably intentioned sea food. Dur-
ing my articles last semester
I had noticed some trouble in
the moral decisions of some
members of the student body,
but Ihad never realized that I
was Connecticut College's very
own Custer, continually making
a last stand against the over-
whelming forces of hedonism
and thievery.
While Imust commend
Dean Bengochea's proactive
actions and e-rnails to alert
the student body of the evil
happenings on campus, there
is much more than can and
needs to be done. The admin-
istration should implement
former President Bush's logical
color alert system, to help
students know how afraid or
upset they should be. Lavender
alerts could have been sent
out during the framing of Reid
Larsen, or mauve alerts for
matters concerning students
eating shellfish that result in
important discussions of race
and socio-economic class.
Perhaps my biggest complaint
has been how alerts have been
transmitted. While e-rnails are
well and good, they are not
instant. Students need to know
the moment breaking news
happens. The much praised
and underused school emer-
gency communications system
can call students cell phones
to inform them that something
found in the trash is not in fact
dangerous, or that Harris Fine
Dining will be serving yellow-
cake for dessert.
But to solely make con-
structive suggestions to the
administration is not enough,
It is us, the fine students of
Connecticut College, who are
truly responsible for our moral
failings. Now your prayers
have been answered. Bi-weekly
meetings with both Campus
Safety and the administration
to discuss ways to improve
security and surveillance on
campus will be held. I am
overwhelmed with integrity
to announce that Iwill form a
student-run vigilante justice
group to aid Campus Safety's
never ending fight to elimi-
nate frivolous social events
and alcohol from ourmajestic.
campus. Each righteous stu-
dent shall be hand-picked by
a tribunal of Dean Bengochea,
whoever may be the head of
campus safety at the time, and
myself. The application will be
available for a nominal fee in
the format ofthe all too brief
specialty housing application.
Each member will have the
honor code branded on their
chest to remind them ofthe
ideals they fight for. Ipromise
that upon my return as a stu-
dent leader, virtue will spring
eternal from the boundless
well that is my moral character.
We should pull each
other in different
directions. If we all
spoke our minds more
(with consideration,
with care, with
something to say)
we'd survive the
awkwardness of
disagreement,
I promise.
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"Grade Inflation" Rethought
DANIEL O'KEEFE
COLUMNIST
My choice of the word "rethought" is purposeful
- n.'~re so than I realized when initially concep-
tualizing this editorial. To "revisit" the complex
conundrum of grade inflation would implicate its
absence In Instructional and curricular discussions
at the College, which would be inaccurate; as long as
I hav~been here, our community has been at least
cogmzant of its potentiality. To "resolve" it would
be a task for which I have neither space here nor
time to research and develop a definitive, lasting
solution to which all would assent approval. As it is
grade inflation is an issue that is too often blatantly
oversimplified by too many. I place quotes around
"Grade Inflation" because of my belief that it must
be examined it as it is situated in the discursive
practices of academia - to "rethink" it so that more
important and meaningful discussion can continue
to be had.
The relevance and timeliness of the topic of
grade inflation is indisputable (we allegedly rank
highly among our peers when it comes to this _
although the methods by which this is calculated
are probably tenuous at best). My main contention
is that this issue at the College would benefit from'
asking more fundamental questions, and from
being more open to the ways in which the cultural
politics of higher education might keep the issue
of grade inflation nagging for years to come. For
instance, much of the root of the politics of this
issue - Ibelieve - stems from a lack of interroga-
tion and clarity of the meaning of the term "rigor."
Its prominence in K-16 education reform is matched
only by the myriad of its interpretations. I had once
heard the argument that a particular course would
be more rigorous - and by this person's exten-
sion, better - if more reading was assigned (even
if students were struggling with, the content of the
existing readings), which was surprising given the
academic department from which this individual
came. This is in itself a testament to the vigor with
which the old and simplistic "more is better" ap-
proach holds strong. This approach at once unites
and presupposes the congruity between "qual-
ity" and "strenuousness" without bringing to bear
•
,...{ .......
I place quotes around "Grade Inflation' because
of my belief that it must be examined it as it
is situated in the discursive practices of
academia-to "rethink' it so that more important
and meaningful discussion can continue to be
had.
questions about broader instructional goals, use
of formative/informative assessment, coherence
and conceptual transferability of content or skills,
or student intellectual identity development. Other
terms suffer from similar over-democratization of
interpretation in higher education: "Excellence:'
for example, is a term that Bill Readings, author of
The University in Ruins, cites as having lost much
of its meaning following is widespread use by both
educational and non-educational stakeholders.
Another term relevant to the politics of grade
inflation is "instructional transparency." Because of
decades of educational research and student-cen-
tered practice carried out across educational con-
texts, it should not even be a question as to whether
criteria (in the form of a rubric or a less sophisti-
cated method) should be made known prior to the
grading act. A very basic argument to this is that
explanation of expectations, conveyance of bench-
marks for evaluation, and standards for success are
more known to professional employees in business
and K-12 education long before a superior evalu-
ates the employee. Getting back to the "politics" of
this, however, attentiveness to articulation of and
assessment according to, learning criteria runs into
problems given the preoccupation with the pre-
sumed universal utility of, and overconfidence in,
the bell curve. The bell curve has been, and contin-
ues to be, the single most powerful means by which
responsibility is deferred from pedagogical objec-
tives and rationales (inputs) to pedagogical outputs,
and by which intrinsic value is assigned to a letter
or number grade; in this way it assumes a thor-
oughly essentialist epistemology in a context that
is driven by postmodern intellectualism. It seems
that this tension piques another source of trouble,
namely that it has been too rarely discussed that a
potential for contradiction might arise-if indeed it
has not already-between independent, academic
license/freedom in the syllabus and classroom; and
wider institutional instructional vision.
Finally; it may also be useful to include in the
politics of grade inflation more thorough consid-
eration of the location - the role and place - of
a liberal arts education in a Connecticut College
graduate's life. Ifirmly believe that higher grade in-
flation, aside from being related to faculty issues of
tenure and institutional competitiveness, is highly
correlated to the degree to which an educational
program becomes for the student - or is perceived
by such-to be a means to and end; an end that is
separate and distinct from the kind of self-culti-
vation and broad preparedness towards which an
education such as Connecticut College's is geared,
and as it is advertised. With this means-to-and-end
relation comes lower personal investment in the
products of one's learning; a displacement of the
intellectual "now" in favor of a tangible future; and
the treatment of a grade as a gateway rather than an
instructive tool for growth.
Given the philosophical complexities and politi-
cal tensions underlying the issue of "grade infla-
tion:' then, it should be clear that it will continue
to rear its head as such until the kinds of conversa-
tions above begin to take shape. To expect anything
different is to provide an over simplistic treatment
of the issue or assign to it a naive idealism.
Point Fingers Less,
Learn to Listen
JEFF BAIRD
CONTRIBUTOR
The diversity here on campus is one of the
most special facets of our community. It played a
major role in my decision to enroll, as I'm sure it
did for many other students. We are privileged to
attend a college with both students and faculty
from so many different backgrounds, and ones
with differing viewpoints and life experiences.
We have one of the largest international student
populations in the country, and I believe that
all groups are active in the community and well
represented. This does not, however, deem that
the relationships between all these students will
be strong.
We all as individuals live in a society that
continues to be habitually racist and classist,
and as a result many individuals in our COl,11mu-
nity still feel ostracized for a variety of differ-
ent reasons. We are fortunate enough to attend
a college where the majority of students have
been socialized to live in a multicultural com-
munity, which grants us the ability to not think
about race on a daily basis, or have to worry
about many of the problems that exist outside
of our world at Conn. The problem is that now
when an issue does arise that sparks any racial
tension most of us don't know how to handle it.
This has been the case since the situation that
occurred on April 1st. It is easy for us to dismiss
this conflict as a misunderstanding, or simply
as a fundamental disagreement between two
opposing viewpoints; however, Ihope that we as
a community can use this as an opportumty to
ask ourselves what we can do to keep this from
happening again. .'
While the path of least resIstance ISsurely
to forget that this ever happened, I belle:e that
if we all take the time to treat this sltuatl?n hon-
estly, carefully, and resp~ctfully, we can dig down
h t of tht s conflict- and try to dig themtoteroos . ,
f d As has been said before, I don tout or goo . ", . 'f' t
b I· th t the "lobster incident ISsigm ican ,e teve a . h this i It. t t when dealing WIt IS Issue.nor impor an ,
is neither the fault of those who questioned the
meaning of the meal, nor those who dismissed
the idea- the responsibility is ours as a whole,
and as a community. It doesn't matter whether
we all grew up in a diverse neighborhoods or
have friends all across the spectrums of race and
class, what matters is that I know we all could be
more understanding and open-minded, myself
included.
One of the main benefits we can receive by
being part of a diverse community is through lis-
tening to people with opposing viewpoints, and
being tolerant of each other's differences. There
is much to learn from every single individual on
this campus, whether you identify with him or
her or not. The reason that this conflict became
as big as it did was not because of the incident
itself, but because of how it was handled. As a
community we were too quick to judge each
other, and as a result we failed to recognize the
importance of what was going on - and that
there is something deeper here that really needs
our attention.
We cannot allow this issue to blow over
without having learned anything, because it
will come back again. We cannot hide from the
racisms that still exist in our society and com-
munity, and the fact that these views are almost
entirely not our own makes our responsibility
even greater. As a top liberal arts college, we are
the next generation, and we have the respon-
sibility to make sure that all of our peers feel
safe and like equal members of our community,
regardless of race, ethnicity, religion, sexual
orientation, or anything else, Let's move beyond
who was right and who was wrong, and learn
to just listen, so that one day we can look back
on these past few weeks and see how much we
have grown and matured as a community. Tljis
task may be bigger than us outside of Conn, but
not here. This is our school, and as a community
we can make our experience as influential and
exceptional as we choose.
AREYOUSTUD~NGABROAD
NEXT SEMESTER??
OR DO YOU HAVE TOO MUCH
TO TAKE HOME
STORE IT ALL
AT SOUTH SHORE LANDING
SELF-STORAGE
GREAT FOR STUDENT STOR-
AGE
IT'S CHEAP, IT'S EASY AND
ONLY 10 MINUTES FROM CAM-
PUS
CALLAND ASK ABOUT OUR•
FANTASTIC
STUDENT PRICES
CALL 434-5023
atsslss@aol.com
www.atsouthshorelanding.com
Ear LocaffyTfti,'{i C(ova((y
FreSHLocalOr!JaII ichl!Jredlmrs.
SOHrcedjromArea Fanlls
Creativelu Prepared, BeaHtjfid(!J Presented
IlIvitiYl!JWille List. Reqion«! Beers
WWW.LABELLEAUROREBISTRO.COM
75 PeYll1S!J(valliaAve'"4e, Niantic' 860-739-6767
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ADAM MILLER
CONTRIBUTOR
We needed a weekend like
the one we just had. The most
important part of Relay for We
was the $53,000 we raised for
the American Cancer Society.
It was wonderful to see so
many participants. The lurni-
naria ceremony was incredibly
moving. With each candle I
passed, little lanterns colored
with nicknames and pictures,
I realized the frailty of human
life. The quiet was strange,
but comfortable. I hoped it
wouldn't be ruined with a
shout or a passing motorcycle,
and it wasn't. It was the right
kind of silence. We held out
tongues out of compassion and
deep thinking. For a moment
we forgot our grievances,
some legitimate, same petty,
which have been the reason
the campus has seemed so
quiet over the past month.
There had been tension in the
air and great disconnect, and
while one weekend could not
fix that, it provided a welcome
reprieve from it.
Certainly events like Power
Shift and Easter weekend re-
moved many of our peers from
campus, and that has resulted
in some of the great quiet.
However, I feel as though
the anger from the Lobster
Incident has not cooled, that it
has been swept under the rug,
left to boil up another day. I
saw surprisingly few ribbons
on the day-of-being, though
we all received them, and I
think it is because people are
disillusioned. We all have said
we need to have a discussion
on race, open and honest, but
we have yet to have it. Instead,
we have had a shouting match
across the editorial page of the
paper that has led us question-
ing far more than the physical
diversity within our student
body. We are wondering who
we are, whether our personal-
ity, our social circles, and our
opinions on important matters
revolve more around our races
than we used to believe they
did.
The joke was in poor taste
and offensive, mainly because
the Steak and Lobster din-
ner was something that had
been sacrificed in the name of
budgetary restrictions. Essen-
tially, we all decided to bear
•
Productivity is Key
the brunt of a bad economy
by sacrificing a privilege that
we all enjoy once a year. That
is right, the steak and lobster
dinner was a privilege- it
was never our right. Then
several students decided that
they would not share in that
sacriflce and would go ahead
and enjoy a lobster dinner
anyway. For upperclassmen.
and student leaders also, to
engage in this kind of behavior
is disgusting and unworthy of
the responsibility the student
body has given them.
However, the hate that has
been spewed across the pages
of this very newspaper has far
exceeded the initIal offenses
of the jokesters. There are two
main problems with the argu-
ments of those who were so
offended by the incident: one
has to do with the accusations
and one has to do with the
solution to the wider problem
of race at Conn. First, I found
myself, as a white middle-class
male, extremely offended by
the accusations of blanket
racism across this campus. The
arguments offered were fact-
less, like an essay with only a
thesis and a conclusion. Sup-
posedly, people of color con-
stantly have to step off ofthe
sidewalk to let white people
pass, otherwise they risk being
bumped into, and because the
campus is majority white, this
constitutes racism. This, how-
ever, is a fallacy of argument,
specifically known as cum hoc,
ergo propter hoc, as one could
Summer Study Internship Program
May 19-August 14, 2009
This summer,
put your knowledge to work in Boston.
•
learn in any debate class. Es-
sentially, you take two stated
facts, in this case 1.) Conn has
a majority white population
and 2.) You frequently find
yourseif pushed off of the
sidewalk, and you assume one
of those facts is the cause of
the other. But how does your
I saw surprisingly few ribbons
on the day-of-Be (ing),
though we all received
them, and I think it is
because people are
disillusioned, We all have
said we need to have a
discussion on race, open and
honest, but we have yet to
havei!.
argument clarify whether our
problem is racism rather than
rudeness? I've had to step off
of the sidewalk before to let
people pass. It never bothered
me. I used to live in Washing-
ton, DC,a majority African-
American city. Should I assume
that when I was pushed on the
Metro during rush hour that it
was because I'm white? If you
are going to drop accusations
like that you need to offer a
statistical evidence of your
claims. Show me numbers
proving that a higher percent-
age of minority students walk
on the grass than the percent-
age of white students that do.
Teli me about traveling to a
schooi with a majority popula-
tion of students of color and
teli me how everyone there
manages to squeeze onto one
sidewalk To those who write
these unfair accusations, you
should have known when you
decided to insert phrases in
all-capitals into your editorials
that you had a problem. When
the facts speak for themselves,
big letters aren't needed.
But the fact of the matter is
that those who have offered
to have a dialogue, even with
the best intentions, do not
realize they too are blind to
their privileges, in the way
they accuse others of being. In
a way we are ali in the elite of
society. Only 29% of Ameri-
cans have an undergraduate
degree (The Olympian, 2007),
which is the ultimate goal of ali
of our experiences here. Since
education is the cornerstone
to career success, it can be said
we are more privileged than
71% of the American people.
How often do we concern
ourselves with the problems
of those people? How often
do we complain about the in-
justices they suffer in society?
Even on a smalier scale, how
do we think we look to the
rest of New London, a city that
has obviously been hit hard
by economic inequality? The
children I read to on Tuesdays
and Thursdays are dispropor-
tionately African-American
and Hispanic. They have one
computer in their state-funded
afterschool center, and it is the
Learn More.
617 -353.Q556
bu.edu/summer/lnternsmp
same kind of computer that
I used when I was five. Could
we not take one of our older
computers out of the library,
just one, and send it to a place
like that? Could we go from
having fifteen cereal options
to fourteen, so we could send
one of those bins to a local
, ?soup kitchen each mormngr
Lobster was a controversial
meal choice because it was
a privilege, a luxury, excess.
~ This is why the Steak andE Lobster dinner was cut from
8 the budget before, say, the
E maintenance budget. But our
~ privileges are all around us,
« and though we slice and dice
each other into little groups of
black and white, racist and tol-
erant, rich and poor, those who
look up at the hill a top which
our school sits do not see us
that way. Certainly, many of us
do community service, but ali
of us, myself included, could
do more and we know it. We
know that whatever we may
face here is not at ali as hard
as what many others face
elsewhere.
And so I'm glad we were
able to have two weeks ago a
moment of spirited communi-
ty, and also a moment of quiet
reflection. We came together
and realized that although we
must get our own house in
order here at Conn, there is far
greater poverty, tragedy, and
misfortune in the world than
has ever struck many of us. It
is not comforting to know that
our problems have been put
away again, that they will sure-
ly flare up in the near future,
but we have run out of time
to discuss them any longer, at
least for this school year. Sum-
mer is coming, something we
can take comfort in it l1ecause
it is natural and predictable. It
comes in ebbs and flows, year
after year. It doesn't flare up
unexpectedly, but rather eases
us away from our work and
stress. When we come back in
the fall, with tan lines, wisdom
teeth swelling, and stories
from our hometowns, let's not
aliow us to forget where we
are leaving off now, for if we
don't resume this discussion,
and make it a true discussion
this time, it will resume itself
for us. Bless.
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What's Fair?
Current Issues in Trade and Labor Organizing
SAMANTHA HERNDON
STAFF WRITER
Begun by a Dutch priest in
1980, the Fair Trade move-
ment is now international, or-
ganized and certified, and even
coming to a Gap near you.
On April 22, Professor Cy-
bele Locke of the Gender and
Women's Studies Department
moderated a panel of fair trade
and labor spokespeople. The
speakers were Marcie Boyer,
owner of the Flavours of Life
Fair Trade Store in downtown
New London; Claudia High-
baugh, Dean of Religious and
Spiritual Life at the College;
and Todd Vachon, Union Car-
penter, United Brotherhood
of Carpenters and Joiners of
America (UBC), and Industrial
Workers of the World (lWW),
Chairperson of the Social-
ist Party of Connecticut and
former National Committee
Member of the Socialist Party,
USA,; and Representative for
Peoples Bailout CT.
After an introduction by
Holleran Center Director and
Professor Sunil Bhatia, Marcie
Boyer began by explaining
how she became involved with
Fair Trade through traveling.
A longtime employee ofthe
Pfizer, Boyer said she could not
reconcile her own comfort-
able life in the States with the
extremely poor conditions she
saw in India, could not justify
fundraising for her daughter's
school with Hershey's choco-
late products made with child
slave labor in West Africa.
Equitable commerce, she
saw, not charity, was the way to
try to change these situations.
"Without the means to learn
a trade, to earn something,
people will stay in poverty,"
she said.
In addition to founding her
store, which acquires and sells
100 percent fair trade certi-
fied products from around the
world, Boyer serves as the Vice
Chair of the North American
Fair Trade Federation.
Dean Highbaugh focused her
portion of the talk on ways in-
dividuals can change the global
trade model through small
steps as consumers.
"Whatever you do, do not
shop at Walmart," she said.
By supporting local food
markets, companies with
unionized employees, and
fairtrade certified products,
Highbaugh advocating "think-
ing with your dollars." This
money-where-your-mouth is
approach was also influenced
by travel. Highbaugh went to
Kenya and connected to the
people there in a way that
inspired her to question what
her choices at home were truly
supporting.
Explaining how one can be
a good retail customer, she
recommended checking who
made or grew an item, how
many people are in-between
the producer and the con-
sumer (Fair Trade tries to
eliminate profit-driven middle-
men wherever possible) and
whether "I am supporting my
community, my place of origin,
where I live."
She also said that she seeks
"clothing made by women
for real women's bodies," and
stated she would not wear
"Something written across my
chest that I do not believe in:'
The book No L090 by Naomi
Klein was recommended as
reading concerning globaliza-
tion and trade justice issues.
Todd Vachon represented
the fair labor movement
from the worker's end, and
described gains such as the
forty-hour workweek and stan-
dardized weekend breaks that
resulted from union victories.
He quoted Adam Smith's
The Wealth of Nations: "It was
not by gold or by silver, but by
labour that all wealth of the
world was originally pur-
chased:'
Vachon said if we attempt
to define "fair as the ability to
earn a respectable living by
working and still have time to
live outside of work, we will re-
alize most workers around the
world are not treated fairly:'
Because the workers are also
the consumers, Vachon said,
they are vital to the capitalist
system and must be granted
voices and rights. He cited the
staggering statistic that over
half of US states are 'rightto
work states: in which it is il-
legal for workers to unionize.
The many questions asked
and lively discussion of the
viability of current global eco-
nomic models demonstrated
the relevance of this Earth Day
panel lecture and discussion.
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Recent Highlights of the Arts at Conn
Rosencrantz and Guildenstern Are Dead
MOB ROC Concert in the Barn
The Bird and the Bee: Exuberant Electro-
Power Pop at Its Hand-Clappingest Best
SAMANTHA HERNDON
STAFF WRITER
New LP Ray Guns Are Not
Just the Future was released in
January of this year by the Los
Angeles-based The Bird and
the Bee on Blue Note Records.
The duo, comprised of Greg
Kurstin and lnara George,
come from jazz backgrounds,
but found they had a mutual
intere t in the new surge of
synth-pop musical stylings,
and so decided to collabo-
rate with an experiment they
describe as sounding like ''A
futuristic 1960's American film
set in Brazil." The Bird and the
Bee is a side project for both,
and a darling of the college
radio circuit and international
dance club deejays alike.
George's airy, swingy vocals
float over catchy drumbeats
until you cannot help but bop,
sing and snap along. Open-
ing tracks "Fanfare" and "My
Love" will remind listeners of
the 2006 hit single "Again and
Again," from the Again and
Again and Again and Again EP,
which created a viral squall in
the meteorology of the blogo-
sphere with its clever musical
metaphor for a love affair and
enticing and Widely-circulated
music video.
Songs like "What's In the
Middle" showcase influences
from Nirvana to The Go! Team.
It also carries through the
heavily but skillfully produced
sound from the 2007 epony-
mous album (which makes im-
maculate sense, as Kurstin has
produced everyone from Beck
to Lily Allen, Ladyhawke to the
Flaming Lips).
Danger of delving too far into
cutesiness looms, as "Love Let-
ter to Japan" plays out like the
Pizzicato Five go to cheerlead-
ing camp. Describing a Necco
and cherry blossom-infatuated
woman moving to Tokyo, the
jam features a Harajuko chorus
chanting "From the west to the
east I have flown to be near
you/ !have come all this way
to be close, to be here with'
you/ And now all my heart I
will lay down precisely at your
feet/ Oh oh oh oh!"
The result is infectious and,
if played more than once,
especially as the soundtrack
to a commute, will inevita-
bly result in a sugarcoated
sing-a-long. But rather than
providing background music
for a tumbling routine, the
track eases Ray Guns into the
sexier, smoother second half
of the disc. Saccharine as they
may occasionally sound, The
Bird and the Bee are nothing if
not mavens of cool with their
strongly influenced yet unique
blend of ice-temperature space
pop that has time-traveled in
a hipster Delorean to a new
dimension.
Whispering like Ron-
nie Spektor, George croons
smoothly on "Baby;' sings a
sparkly love letter on "Dia-
mond Dave;' and paves the
dance floor for all night groov-
ing with "Polite Dance Song,"
the album's chart-climbing
first single. Fusing seemingly
dissimilar elements like tinny
carousel music, hip hop shout
outs, maracas and smooth
jazz vocals, Ray Guns Are Not
Just the Future blends styles to
create a modern, urban, and
highly danceable sound.
The Bird and the Bee's latest
album provides a soundtrack
both chirpy and smooth to the
increasingly warm weather
and bird-and-bee-filled activity
The Bird and the Bee played
the Austin, Texas mega music
festival South by Southwest
this March, and are slated to
resume their national tour in
the near future.
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Women's Lacrosse Ends Season
MIKE FLINT
STAFF WRITER
The women's lacrosse team
dropped its final two games
of the season against Tufts
.and Wesleyan, respectively,
The losses sank the Camels to
,4-10 on the year and 0-9 in the
;NESCAc. It is their 5th straight
.season finishing last in the
standings,
On April 19, Conn took on
6th ranked Tufts at home on
the turf. However, the powerful
Jumbos were too much for the
Camels to 'take down. Tufts ju-
nior Emily Johnson had 6 goals
in the game for the visitors.
The score was close for a good
portion of the first half. With
over 14 minutes still to go be-
fore halftime, Sara Christopher
allotted one of her 4 assists on
the day when she passed to
Hope Barone from behind the
cage, Barone finished nicely,
and pulled the Camels within a
goal at-l-S.
However, the Jumbos went
on a 5-0 run to end the half,
giving themselves some
breathing room for the second
half of play, At the break the
score was 9~3in favor of Tufts.
In the second half, the Cam-
els turned it on, scoring ten
gbals oftheir own while limit-
ing the Jumbos to only seven,
$wever, Tufts still found
themselves in control of their
largest lead of the match, 16-9,
with 3:05 left to play.
Watching the game slip away,
the-Camels made on last push
for it and proceeded to go on
a promising 4-0 run, The rally
pulled Conn within three oals
~,,,,,,,,,,,,,- >
With Tough Losses
End Year 4-10, But Have High Hopes for Future
Hope Barone '12 brings Obamian optimism to the women's lacrosse team.
with little left on the clock
Little time soon turned to no
time, however, and the women
lost the match 16-13.
Despite the loss the Camels
were still able to celebrate af-
ter the game, Paige Pascarelli,
who scored three goals in the
'match,Jalliedh"r_l00t!! cars:.e!;.
collegiate point in the first
half. It is a great milestone for
Pascarelli and the program as
a whole,
On Friday, the Camels con-
cluded their season at home,
losing to Wesleyan in a 13-12
heartbreaker,
Freshmen Hope Barone _
and Ali lovanella both had hat
tricks in the loss. Conn almost
tied the score with a minute
left in the match, but the Wes-
leyan keeper, Maggie Drowica,
made a terrific save to her
team up, Drowica had 13 saves
in the second half alone,
.Despite the-disappointing
end to a frustrating season, the
Camels should look forward
to next year, Conn has a lot of
young talent, as was displayed
by Barone and lovanella in
the Wesleyan game, and the
Camels should improve next
season.
Men's Lacrosse StumblesTrack Hosts NESCAC
Championship
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 12
to the New England Division 1II
Championship,
In the final race of her col-
legiate career, Jill Sergi finished
third in the 5k, her strongest
event In the 4x800 meter
relay, Kelsey Taylor, Kerry
Hand, Ally Bonito and Kerry
Dermody placed fourth, with
a time of9:29,67, !twas the
best time of their short spring
season.
NESCACChampionship or
to End of the Season
not, the program that Ned
Bishop and his assistant coach-
es have built is unrivaled. Not
only have they made track and
field relevant at Connecticut
College, as the record showing
bythe men's team demon-
strates, they have also made it
successful.
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 12
Czerkawski, has collected
an impressive team-high 67
ground balls in his rookie
season, Junior, Will Schumann
follows Czerkawski with a total
of 48 ground balls,
Although the Camels will see
the return of talented players,
they will also be losing strong
seniors, three captains, who
have become the foundations
for the team, Ben Eishchen
ends his final season with a
Finish 1-9 in NESCAC
total of 22 points with 16 goals
and six assists.
Captain, Sean Driscoll
notched seventeen points for
the season and established
himself as a go-to player dur-
ing tough competition."
Senior captains, Brendan
Moses and Ben Stahl, both
strong defenders are third and
fourth for the team in ground
balls,
While the Camels struggled
against other NESCACrivals,
they cruised to a victory
against Colby College on April
11. With a standout perfor-
mance by freshman attacker,
Rory O'Connor, the Camels
were able to gain a much need-
ed NESCACwin, Mark Moran's
impressive play once again
placed him in the headlines,
Rowing Looks to Repeat
Previous Success
Katie Williams '09, Jessica Truelove '11, Nancy Wallace '09, Janan Evans Wilent '11, Mara
Hochman '09 and Head Coach Eva Kovach in 2008
-
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 12
most gratifying thing I have
taken part in, When a strong
crew of women [or men 1 is
able to row well together, it
feels like you are flying across
the water, It is a feeling un-
<
Margaret Thayer '10 jumping at the meet.
• •
matched by any other experi-
ence."
Stewart adds that one of the
great parts of rowing is that
"We win races (even against
NESCACschools,"
The strength and success of
the Men's and Women's Row-
ing teams is reflected in their
records and their commitment
to the sport, Best of luck to
both teams in the Champion-
ships and beyond.
,
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BEN EAGLE
EDITOR-IN-CHIEF
What a year it has been for
the Connecticut College men's
and women's track team. It be-
gan in early March when junior
Alex Samma triple-jumped his
way to the program's first-ever
NCAAtitle in the event. And
while that's a hard platitude
to match, the Blue and White
looked to make some more
noise this past weekend when
they hosted the NESCACOut-
door Track & Field Champion-
. ships.
While the home-field advan-
tage was not enough to sur-
mount Williams College, who
won the event, Brian Murtagh,
one of the team's strongest
runners was able to qualify for
the NCAAChampionship.
Murtagh's success began
long before the track and field
season began. In addition to
his work around the track,
Murtagh is also a star on the
cross-country paths. Last fall
specifically, he ran his way to
the NCAACross Country Cham-
pionships.
This outdoor track season
has been more of the same for
Murtagh. While many runners
were just looking to qualify
for the NESCACChampion-
ships, Murtagh had his sights
set a bit higher: Nationals. In
an interview posted on the
College website, Murtagh said
he was hoping to qualify for
Nationals in his best event
(3000m steeplechase) two
weeks ago at Princeton, but
failed to do so. His four-year
1
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Mike Hula '09 competes against Wesleyan and Coast Guard.
quest for greatness came to
fruition with a time of 9:12.66;
both a school-record and 15
seconds better than his time at
Princeton.
On the whole, the men's
team scored 34.5 points in the
match, good for tenth overall
and the program's best score
at a NESCACChampionship.
Jumping again in the triple-
jump, Samma covered a dis-
tance of14.1 meters to place
second in the event. He also
tied for seventh with a jump
of 1.81 meters in the high-
jump. Freshman Doug Wright
qualified for the New England
Division llJ Championship with
a time of15:28.76 in the 5k.
In the women's champion-
ship, where Williams was also
victorious, the Camels finished
tenth out of eleven teams with
a score of 23 points. The high-
light of the day was undoubt-
edly, Faye McKenna, whose
time of 38:07.97 was good
enough for a third overall in
the 10k race. It was the sopho-
more's 10k, and the perfor-
mance earned her an invitation
SEE TRACK PAGE 11
Track and Field Makes Waves
Hosted Championship April 25
Men's Lacrosse Hopes To
Improve Next Season
Finish the Year with 6-9 Record, 1-8 in NESCAC
SARAH HAUGHEY
STAFF WRITER
After making it to the NES-
CACquarterfinals last year,
the 2009 season proved to be
somewhat of a disappointment
for the Connecticut College
men's lacrosse team.
Winning all but two of their
non-conference match-ups, the
Camels know how to win, but
seem to fall apart once they
face league rivals. With only
one NESCACwin under their
belt, the Camels have no shot
at making the playoffs. End-
ing this year's season with an
overall record of 6-9, the team
looks forward to next season
in hopes of sparking a better
outcome tram the first face-off.
The Camels will welcome
back rising senior, Steve
Dachille, who notched his
100th point of his collegiate
career during the match-up
against Tufts University on
April 18. Also returning for
the Camels will be current
sophomore Ryan Hayes who
has been a force on offense this
season. He leads the team with
29 goals and 20 assists for a
total of 49 points. Although his
points are below those of some
of his teammates, sophomore
Eric Doran has become a pres-
ence on the attacking side for
the Camels this season.
With his speed in the
midfield he pushes past his
defenders and ignites plays. He
has tallied twenty points in his
second year with the program
with eight goals and twelve
Ben Eischen '09 blows past his defender.
his successful career with the games, with an average 15.2
Camels in the 2010 season. saves per game.
Moran has proved to be a Freshman, Chuck
consistently key piayer for the
team, stopping 121 shots in ten
assists.
On the defensive end,
goalkeeper, Mark Moran, will
continue to be a brick wall in
cage as he looks to complete SEE MEN'S LAX PAGE 11
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Rowing
Prepares
for
Nationals
Look to Repeat
Last Year's
Success
EMILY WEBB
STAFF WRITER
The Connecticut College
men's and women's rowing
teams are an often overlooked
sports team by the college
community due to their prac-
tice and competition locations,
butthey also are one of the
most successful sports teams
on campus.
This season both the men
and women have boasted wins
at nearly all of their competi-
tions and are currently gearing
up for the New England Fours
Championship on May 2.
The May 2 championship
race is the culmination of all of
the hard work the rowers put
in throughout the year in both
the fall and spring seasons.
According to men's team
captain, Dan Stewart '09,
"There is only one highlight [of
the season] and that is the New
England Championships. This
is our motivation day-in and
day-out and has been our goal
and focus since September."
Unlike other collegiate
sports, where playoffs take
place over several weeks, the
rowing championship takes
place in one day of racing, thus
it is key that the rowers are
"on" that day.
Women's team captain,
Mara Hochman '09, shows the
same enthusiasm as Stewart in
regards to the May 2 champi-
onshjp statjng that she hopes
The May 2 championship race
is the culmination of all of the
hard work the rowers put in
throughout the year in both the
fall and spring seasons.
to repeat their two wins in her
past three seasons, but there is
definite competition between
the Camels and the title of
champion.
According to Hochman,
"right now we have some stiff
competition. Last year Sim-
mons and WPI beat us in the
final heat of New England's
and we are looking to regain
the title."
As the championship draws
nearer, so does the final race
of the two team's graduating
seniors. The men's team is
graduating three seniors: Mi-
chael Borden, Mike Kucenski,
and captain Dan Stewart.
When arriving at Connecti-
cut College four years ago each
of these seniors were walk-ons
to the sport; they have clearly
come a long way since then.
The women's team is
graduating six seniors: captain
Mara Hochman, captain Nancy
Wallace, Genevievre Broche,
Jessica Freeland, Katie Wil-
liams, and [enna Fitch. Like
the men's seniors, most of the
women came to Connecticut
College new to rowing, but
have learned and grown in the
sport together.
Like any other sport, rowing
requires endurance, intelli-
gence, and drive, but is worth
it for those "great" races.
Hochman describes rowing
as taking "a lot of dedication
and hard work, but it's also the
SEE ROWING PAGE 11
